Question 1

Mosaic is a picture or pattern produced by arranging together small colored pieces of stone, tile, or glass. The community has lots of people with different talents that can take a mosaic to the next level. These two can be combined to create an original piece of choreography by just working together with the idea of it being a painting of some sort. The body for dancers is our paint brush and is moving around makes the mosaic. Also there are different ways to make a mosaic and dancing instead of writing on stone, tile, or glass is one of them. Composing a piece and making a mosaic is two very different things I feel. To make a dance you find a topic, pick the dancers, make the dance, find music, etc. when it comes to making a mosaic it's easier because once you have an idea you can just draw it on something. You can't really do that with a dance it takes long amount of time but once these two come together it makes a wonderful thing to witnessed.